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W££KiND FiST/V/T/iS TO INCIUDi
W/NCDINfJ, DiST/Ni, 5mBilliS
All indicators point to a smash
hit Spring Weekend to be beld on
campus today through Sunday.
D. Anne Roessner, head of
Spring weekend and social chair-
man of the senior class, expressed
optimism for the weekend's suc-
cess during an interview late this
week. She said that ticket sales
were enormously successful and
that invitations had been sent to a
number of men's colleges.
The festivities will begin Friday
evening with Wing. Ding and an
outdoor supper. Betsey Reid, head
of Service League, has been busy
coordinating the various carnival
projects. Among the highlights
will be Hamilton's raffling off of a
dance with President Shain, a scav-
enger hunt, a skate boards course
and raffle, three-feet tall stuffed
animals, and the sale of foot-long
hot dogs and banana splits.The various contributions are as
follows:
Knowlton - helium balloons print-
ed with Wing Ding
Windham - caricatures
Harkness - 3-legged race
Plant - darts
Blackstone - nickle pitch
Branford - polaroid pictures
Larrabee - raffle off a date
(Trinity man), mystery packages
Lambdin - rafile dinner, gift cer-
tificate
Wright - candy apples
K.B. - cotton candy (blue)
Co-ops - cakes ana food
Freeman - soft balls in milk .can
Sabrina Fair: Comedy MRS. KERBY·MILLER TO DELIVER
SPEECH AT HONORS CONVOCATION
Hamilton - raflle dance (on Satur-
day) with President, fortune tell-
ing
Park - cake walk
J. A. - scavenger hunt
Morrisson - miniature golf
Smith - skate boards course
Marshall - spinning paint (electric)
Burdick - rame skate board
Destine's Haitian company will
dance island rituals to pulsating
rhythms at 8,30, Friday evening,
in Palmer Auditorium.
Buses for the Saturday afternoon
beach party at Rocky Neck State
Park will leave from Fanning at
10,30 and 11:30. Return buses will
leave the park at 3:00 and '4:00.
Tickets will be sold Saturday
morning, 10:00 - 12,00, in Fanning.
In case of rain, beach party' tickets
rnay be used for the campus movie,
Divorce Italian Style, at 2:00 and
a partial refund will be arranged.
Saturday night's dance will fea-
ture an appearance by the famous
Shirelles, female singing quartet.
The Shirelles will give two per-
formances during the evening.
Their appearance will end a long
day, as they have two other en-
gagements, at Union College in
Schenectady, New York, and at
Brown University.
Mr. Baird will be the main
speaker at Sunday morning service
in the chapel at 10:30.
Experimental Theater and Yale
Dramat will present "Sabrina Fair"
at 2 p.m., Sunday.
A diverting and gay comedy,
Sabrina Fair by Samuel Taylor,
will be presented Sunday, May 2,
at 2:00 P.M. as the final event of
Spring Weekend. The production,
to be held in the Arboretum, is a
joint effort of Connecticut College's
Experimental Theatre and Yale's
Dramat.
Sabrina Fair is set in the never-
never land of North Shore (Long
Island, New York) society: (estates
are huge with sumptuous gardens;
everyone has at least one boat and
a staff of assorted domestic serv-
ants.} The action centers upon the
Larabee family residence, as Sa-
brina Fairchild, daughter of the
family chauffeur, arrives home after
a five year stay in Paris.
Newly emancipated, Sabrina re-
turns to America to decide wheth-
er she is in love with David Lara-
bee, the unsuspecting younger son
of her father's employers. Her ap-
pearance acts as a catalyst, com-
plicating the lives of Mr. and Mrs.
Larabee, David, and the elder son,
the worldly, cynical Linus. Is Sa-
brina really in love with David?
What happens to a' certain French
admirer? Is there yet another pos-
sibility for Sabrina?
First produced in the 1953-54
Broadway theatrical season, this
comedy is perhaps best known in
its motion picture counterpart, "Sa-
brina" which marked the movie de-
but of Audrey Hepburn, who
played the title role. The style of
the play approaches that of the
drawing room comedy, which
mocks the conventions and man-
ners of polite society. The tone is
witty and sarcastic, but always
light and refined in keeping with
its subject.
Appearing as Sabrina is Ann
Bakus, '65; supporting her are
Karen Klebe, '67, as Maude Lara-
bee, matriarch of the family and
Eleanor Abdella, '66, as Julia Mc-
Kinlock, Maude's long-time friend.
Also featured are Mary Jane Cot-
ton, '66, as Gretchen Larabee, Judy
Greenberg, '68, as Margaret, the
maid, and Mary Bakunln, '68, and
Marion Coates, '67, as young party-
goers, The male parts are filled by
Yale Dramat members.
Directing is Henry Wie1, Yale
'66, who appeared as the chorus
in the Wig and Candle production
of Antigone. Assisting him as
stage managers are Carla Meyer,
Betsy Rosenburg, and Susan Fin-
ney.
Haitian Dancer to Present Native Art
By Margery Tupling
"Jean Leon Destine and his Haitian Dancers"
Friday night, April 30, Jean cus on the European influences on
Leon Destine and his Haitian the native art which result in the
dancers will bring the spirit of a Creole minuet and Creole mazur-
culture distilled from the rhythm ka, spectacular dances of pure joy.
of sun and surf to give an appro- Destine dances to the haunting
priate beginning to our Spring rhythms of Haitian drummers; with
Weekend. the company will be Herblee, the
Destine's art comes from the penny whistle player who has in-
Caribbean but has firm roots in the variably charmed audiences by
traditions of Africa, France, and playing on his primitive instrument
Spain. Mr. Destine is a native of like a Heifetz or Paderewski. The
Haiti and has studied the pulses musicians and dancers work to-
and purposes of the life of his is- gether in a strange and fluid dis-
land with the diligence of an an- cipline inspired by pounding sun,
thropologist in order to create a po u n din g surf, and pounding
presentation of music and dance drums in an art that can be both
which is a colorful montage of the subtle and exhuberantly unre-
island's history. strained.
Some of his dances spring from Recipient of the highest honor
voodoo ritual and exorcisms of Haiti has bestowed upon an artist,
voodoo witch doctors; others fo- \ See "Destine"-Page 5
RelmowneJ PerFormers
To Appear For Future
College Concert Series
The Moscow Philharmonic Or-
chestra will open next season's
twenty-seventh annual Connecticut
College Concert Series when it
plays in Palmer Auditorium on
Wednesday evening, November 10.
Program announcements for the
1965-66 season were mailed this
week to subscribers to the current
season just concluded, and present
patrons will have until May 1 to
renew subscriptions.
French pianist, Jeanne- Marie
Darre will perform on Tuesday,
December 7 and, on March 15; her
fellow countryman, baritone Ger-
ard Souzay will sing in Palmer
Auditorium for the Concert Series
audience.
Mrs. Wihna Kerby-Miller, ad-
ministrative vice president of Rad-
cliffe College, will be the guest
speaker at the College's annual
Honors Convocation, to be held in
Palmer Auditorium. Wednesday,
May 5 at 4:20 p. m.
The program will include a full
academic procession of the faculty
and senior class, and the presenta-
tion of awards by President Charles
E. Shain.
The distinguished guest speaker
is academic vice president of
Radcliffe College, dean of Harvard-
Radcliffe women's graduate stud-
ies, a member of Radcliffe's board
of trustees, a lecturer in English at
Harvard, and a trustee of Mt. Hol-
yoke College.
Holder of a number of degrees,
Mrs. Kerby-Miller received her un-
dergraduate education at Rockford
College, from which she graduated
in 1924. She earned her Master's
degree from the University of Chi-
cago in 1928 and her Ph.D. in
1938. She holds an honorary doc-
tor of letters degree from Rockford
and received her Doctorate in edu-
cation from the Rhode Island Col-
lege of Education in 1956.
Mrs. Kerby-Miller was an Eng- Excellence in English Speech.
lish instructor at the University of Also, the Janet Clissold Prize for
Chicago from 1928-1938 and was Achievement in One or More As-
a lecturer at Wellesley from 1939- pects of Music, the Joan Connell
44. She served as dean of fresh- Prize for Outstanding Ability and
men at Wellesley from 1942-1946. Artistry in Dance, the Louise M.
'She entered Radcliffe as Dean of Dieckmann Prize for Excellence in
Instruction in 1946, and held that Organ Playing, the French Depart-
position until 1959. ment Prize for Excellence in French
She is a member of the Ameri- Composition, the German Depart-
can Association of University Wom- ment Prize for Excellence in Ger-
en, Medieval Academy of America, man, the Alice B. Hangen Prize
and Phi Beta Kappa. for Excellence in Classics.
Mrs. Kerby-Miller was warmly Also, the Louise W.. Holborn
praised this week by a personal "Prize for Excellence in Govern-
friend, Miss Elizabeth Evans, chair- ment, the Louis Horst Dance Schol-
man of the Classics department. arship, the Svetlana Kasern-Beg
Miss Evans described her as a fine Prize for Excellence in Russian, the
teacher "of great human character" Mr. and Mrs. Bryan F. Mahan Me-
and "quite a wonderful person." morial Prize for Excellence in Mu-
Mrs. Kerby-Miller will speak on sic, the Benjamin T. Marshall Prize
"Intellectual Careers for Women." for. the Best Original Poem, the
President Shain will award Rebolledo Prize in Spanish; the
prizes to undergraduates during Hannah Grace Roach Prize in His-
the assembly, at which the winners tory.
of The Rosemary Park Graduate The Savard Prize for Excellence
Fellowship, the Rosemary Park in Spoken French, the Paul Abel
Graduate Fellowship for Teaching, Schwartz Prize in Chemistry, the
and the Phi Beta Kappa Award for Elizabeth Travis Prize for Original
Graduate Study will be announced. Composition in Music, the Unity
Mrs. Mackie [arell, chairman of Club Prize for Excellence in Ital-
the Phi Beta Kappa committee, ian, the John Edwin Wells Memo-
will announce names of the mem- rial Prize in English, the Wig and
bers of Phi Beta Kappa and award Candle Prize for the Greatest Con-
membership certificates. tribution to the Dramatic Club, the
The prizes to be awarded are as Nichols Cup for the Greatest Con-
follows: The American Association tribution to the Musical Life of the
of University Women citizenship Campus.
award, the Joseph F. Joseph As- New additions to the prize list
sistantship i~ Mathematics, the Ly- include the Charles Lombardo
man Allyn Museum Prize in Art Prize in Italian, and the Teachers
History; the Mary Coleman Arm- College, Columbia, Prize in Edu-
strong Prize in History. cation.
Also, the Art Department Prize
in Creative Art, the Jane Bill Prize
in Fine Arts, the Theodore Boden-
wein Prize for English Composi-
tion in the Field of Newspaper
Writing, the Business and Profes-
sional Women's Club Prize for
Outstanding Work in Economics,
the Sarah Ensign Cady Prize for
Mrs. Wilma Kerby-Miller
On Tuesday evening, April 11,
New London again will welcome
one of its perennial favorites, The
Boston Symphony Orchestra under
the baton of Erich Leinsdorf. This
will be the season's fourth and
concluding concert.
New London will have the hon-
or of being one of the first Ameri-
can cities to hear. the Moscow Phil-
harmonic as it begins its U.S. de-
but tour. One of the most popular
orchestras with Moscow's music-
loving public, the Moscow Phil-
harmonic was organized in 1953
and since 1960 has been under the
direction of Kiril Kondrashin. Ken-
drashin formerly was conductor of
the Bolshoi Theatre and has pre-
viously performed in America with
the Moscow State Symphony and
in guest appearances with Van
Cliburn. In 1963 he led the Mos-
cow Philharmonic on a tour of
Yugoslavia, Hungary, England, and
France.
Mme. Darre has been called
France's first lady of the keyboard
by a respected New York music
critic. In 1950 the French govern-
ment awarded her the Legion of
See "Concert Series"-Page 4
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Open Letter to the Seniors:
Congratulations on a nne per-
fonnance.
Over 400 campus interviews
were held with employers since
mid Jant,Jary. With few exceptions
everyone came on time, dressed
appropriately, and made a good
impression on the recruiters - all
looking for outstanding applicants.
It is encouraging to note the job
offers now coming in. The faculty
who recomended you and the Per-
sonnel Bureau staff are vitally in-
terested in your future plans so
please keep us up-ta-date.
Sincerely,
L. Alice Ramsay
Persormel Director
To the Editors:
What is the story behind the
"one cookie" affair of April 27?
Feeding on this campus appears to
Member
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Editorial .•.
Save Your Soles
The complexities of the dilemma now facing us in Viet-
nam demand an especially thoughtful response from the
American people. The time has come to reevaluate our
thinking on this issue. We need to think more and demon-
strate less. Perhaps President Johnson delayed unneces-
sarily in informing the American People of the United
State's position, but his speech at John Hopkins clarified
the matter. He extended an unconditional invitation to
discuss peace. This week he also said "To stand firm is
the only guarantee of a lasting peace."
Protests against the war in Vietnam have become more
frequent, and quite vociferous. Last week, nine Connecti-
cut college students joined some 20,000 of their com-
patriots in a march on the Capitol. Their position to
Congress requested that "You act to reverse this sorry
state of affairs. We call on you to end, not to extend, the
war in Vietnam. Our military forces are obviously being
defeated, yet we persist ... the problems of America cry
out for attention."
Such demonstrations have taken the place of more in-
telligent and more useful inquiry. We continue to march
though the efficacy of this means of peaceful protest has
past.
It has been the opinion from several quarters of the
Press that the zeal of the present demonstrations is being
used by Communist nations to the detriment of the Ad-
ministration's efforts to force a negotiated peace. This
problem pales before the larger question of whether we
can have complete and accurate knowledge of the situa-
tion. To assume we can have such knowledge is to make
a rather naive assumption about the nature of American
Government. The Government can no more reveal the
full strategy of the war to the public than one general can
reveal his battle plan to his army. .
As the Smith "Sophian" has observed. "We elect our
representatives and should allow them the authority to
work within their knowledgeable perspectives."
A well-informed public is of course an essential re-
quirement of democracy. Yet Walter Lippman, comment-
ing on the "Competence of Public Opinion" has stated,
"The unhappy truth is that the prevailing public opinion
has been destructively wrong at the critical junctures. The
people have imposed a veto upon the judgements of in-
formed and responsible officials .... "
Rather than marching, let's spend some time becoming
better informed. We are not disclaiming the positive value
of public opinion, but we would ask that this opinion be
a consequence of diligent inquiry into the situation.
Finally, we maintain that there is no. easy solution to
the Vietnam situation, but realizing that our government
is trying to find a path through the complexities, we sup-
port that attempt.
T.M.
It's So Nice to Have a
Man Around the Campus
ENJOY, ENJOY
Ministry of Disturbance
By Bunny Bertolette
Please take the following in the
nature of a post-diction, the ac-
curacy of which depends on the
weather. If it did not rain this
morning, and if the usual bunch
of rabble-rousers did not swipe the
Maypole, you may have stood wit-
ness to an annual Conn. College
spectacular. Spectacular "what" is
the urgent question.
In past years we have celebrated
Mayday appropriately on May 1st.
This year it. is celebrated on April
30, and for good reason. I doubt
if anyone would be caught dead
prancing around a beribboned
beanpole by a stray date wander-
ing around campus at that hour in
the morning. (It is Spring Week-
end, you know. Some men are
early risers.)
The Mayday festivity generally
takes the appearance of a half-
hearted fertility rite, half-hearted
because few could toss their whole
being around a pole with the req-
uisite seasonal fervor at 7 A.M. It
would be more in line to droop the
ribbons at half mast and instruct
the merry nymphettes to crawl
around. on hands and knees. Le
Sacre du Printemps in dirge time.
with a maudlin Senior chorus bay-
ing the Alma Mater fro'," .the li-
brary steps. How sweet It lSI Es-
pecially at 7 A.M.
Oh - and the strawberries I Yes,
those little green yummies sunk to
the bottom of a puddle of cream.
Traditional Mayday breakfast en-
joyed (?) by the entire college "if
the season permits," The season
does not generally permit. I trusl
that those wearing plates were suf-
ficiently warned to remove them
before chomping down on the
granite.
Aboard ship, a call of "Mayday"
is a distress signal. If your break-
fast partner hollered it out over her
strawberries, I hope thaI you
rushed to her rescue.
Topic of Candor
By Leslie White
Across the nation, states are be- all bills to abolish capital punish-
Ing caught up in the movement to ment were killed in this session.
abolish capital punishment. Bills Restrictions on its use were also
have been proposed in states legis- vetoed.
latures, and controversy is strong. Connecticut's attitude is equally
Of more direct concern is the situ- unimpressive. A bill was given a
ation on the Eastern Seaboard. public hearing before a General
New York, which has a higher Assembly Committee on April 6.
crime rate than any other state, is Only one representative had a,
busily debating this issue. The chance to speak in favor of the
State's Commission on Revision of bill before the senate chairman of
the Penal Code has supported the the committee cut the hearing. He
abolition of the death penalty. The said that the same committee had
Legislature has resumed sessions, heard the testimony two years ago
and the abolition of capital pun- and opinions were pretty clearly
ishment is a major bill for consid- established. Although the bill,
oration. which was killed in the house two
The majority of the New Eng- years ago, will be given a favorable
land states are also in a healthy report, there is not much chance
position. Less than two weeks ago, of any progress. Four states have
the Governor of Vermont signed recently abolished capital punish-
To the Editors:into law a bill abolishing the death ment, but there is little expecta-
Conn Census is ••ours" notpenalty, with a few exceptions. A tion that Connecticut will join
bill has been filed in the New them. "yours," even if you do piece it
Hampshire House where a com- It appears that the major, argu- together. This means that you have
mittee hearing is to be scheduled. ments against capital punishment a responsibility to give us news di-
Maine and Rhode Island can have met with closed ears in Bos- rectly concerning us; this means
stand by and watch the contro- ton and Hartford. Such considera- that you are obligated to print ma-
versy take hold of other states; tions as the deterrent effect of the terials of diverse opinions.
both have long since outlawed the death penalty or the chance of The last issue was obviously
death sentence (in the 19th Cen- erroneous conviction are debatable aimed at the parents-the type was
tury). According to AP infonna- points. If aired before a cooperative strikingly clear for a change, the
tion, the last execution in Rhode committee they mayor may not whole most clearly conceived. All
Island occured in 1945. After the stand up. was very neat, indeed. And some
hanging many people believed the But to charge a "hangman" of it was even interesting. But
convicted to be innocent. The in- state with barbarism is an accusa- where was the cartoon I submit-
centive was thus provided for the tion not to be ignored. It must go ted? I went to inquire (which is
abolition of the penalty in Rhode directly to the conscience. Neither becoming a habit, I'm afraid). No
Island. the retributive theory nor the «eye room, you said. Then why were
Massachusetts and Connecticut for an eye" philosophy applies to a there reviews on "Mary Poppins"
are the cankers in the New Eng- civilized state. Connecticut, and and "Things That Go Bump in the
land area. Both states have stub- Massachusetts (and New Hamp- Night?" Were they pertinent to
bomly clung to the death penalty. shire) must abolish capital punish- the campus, Ihe highfalutin intel-
In the Massachusetts Legislature ment. lectual even? Or were they meant
--------------'---------------. to give variety to campus dribble?
Pretty meager variety, I'd say.
Then you told me the real rea~
son the cartoon was omitted. "We
felt the parents wouldn't like it,"
you said. "It was about God and
all that."
So you feel that such controver~
sial subjects as God should be kept
from the virgin minds of our re-
vered parents? Are you maintaining
that we should withhold the knowl-
edge of our anxieties and question~
ings from them? As a matter of
fact, it is journalists like you (and
other people of meekness who give
only half-truths) that put misun-
derstanding between generations
and distrust in the minds of all.
Down with your wretched authori-
tarian censorship. Let's put God
back in the home.
LETTERS
Letters To The Editor
be an all or nothing policy. The
Wednesday night "faculty" dinner
and the Sunday noon guest meal
are traditionally sumptuous repasts.
Does this not reek, however, of the
sensationalism of a public spec-
tacle? Must the students rob Peter
to pay Paul on other nights of a
given week? Tuesday night's mea-
ger offal of dry meat and solitary
chocolate cookies erupted in a cry
for Cheerios to supplement the
planned meal. Student objections
to such scanty displays seem to
pass by unnoticed. The circular
complaint route from the immedi-
ate kitchen through Miss Voorhes
and back seems to be but a trav-
esty of justice. When a good por-
tion of a dining room finds it nec-
essary to re-enforce the regular
meal with cereal it seems to indi-
cate a substantial lack of planning
somewhere along the meal train.
The Freeman Contingent
L. D. Freiberg
To the Editor:
I was extremely puzzled, disap-
pointed, and angered anew at what
,seems to be becoming policy in
your paper. I speak of a propen~
sity to ignore coverage of campus
news in favor of off-campus movies
See "Letters to the Editor"-Page 4
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Appearance of 'Shirelles to, Highlight SNCCWorkshops Dance Workshop Exhibits
College's Spring Weekend Festivities Discuss Viet Nam Wide Range of Techniques
War, Civil Rights
Stein were effective in connoting
the picture relationship.
In Memoriwn - Mr. Hughes
(who's he?) was the most enjoyable
piece from both the audience and
the dancer's point of view. An ab-
surd Dada composition that com-
bined electronic noises, language
lab tapes, and the Nutcracker's
Waltz of the Flowers also contrast-
ed in parody the intense concen-
tration of the ballerina with the
nonchalance of everyday life. Uni-
ty, absurdity, and hilarity was pro-
vided by "the crawling thing" that
magically became biped in the
last scene.
The Jazz piece to the swing of
Ellington contained excellent coun-
termovement and gestures of jazz
parody.
The Concerto Grosso, of noble
proportions although lacking in dy-
namics, effectively balanced group-
solo parts and contrasted circular
motifs against the sculptured quali-
ty of Handel's music. Recurring
themes in all movements added
unity to the work.
Good show - variety, co-ordina-
tion, lighting, and effort I I
By Sonya Paranko
Amid persistent cries on Con-
necticut's "winter" campus - we
don't understand modem dance,
it's too expensive. what is the rela-
tionship of dance to the other arts,
two dance programs appeared dur-
ing Five Arts Week-end that were
essentially of an instructive nature
(also free). Both the Jose Limon
lecture and the program of com-
positions by the Dance Group pro-
vided explanations of the history
and source of creative inspiration
for dance movement. Dance work-
shop demonstrated, in an organized
and effective presentation. the aca-
demic problems of choreography.
The variety of studies exemplified
the wide range of techniques and
interest. It is hoped that classes
in dance for academic credit will
be continued and supported next
year.
Pictures at an Exhibition, el-
though too literal in its introduc-
tory movements, was a charming
re-creation of the art exhibit that
also inspired Mussorgsky. The
"posed" quality of the dance, the
costume, tricks, and lighting by A.
By Rae Downes
No rock n' roll fans need to be
introduced to the Shirelles. The
majority of non- rock n' roll fans
need not forego that experience
when the popular female singing
quartet visits the campus during
spring weekend May L
The Shirelles have a habit of
winning over anti-rock n' rollers.
Since their discovery in Passaic,
New Jersey a few years ago, the
Shirelles have soared to the top of
record lists and their tunes have
gained millions of enthusiastic fans
throughout the United States.
The Shirelles have a special
technique, one that has been Imi-
tated by scores of other groups) in
many cases with great success.
They are not loud and noisy; they
don't rely on crashing, dissonant
sound effects to entertain their lis-
teners. Their main asset is a pul-
sating rhythm that defies anyone
to hear them without moving to
their music.
Each of the four members, Shir-
ley Alston, Doris Kenner, Beverley
Lee and Micki Harris, is a natural,
and can sing the lead with the har-
monious support of the other three.
Their songs are varied, ranging
from the catchy and rhythmic 'Stop
the Music" to the wonderful and
enormously popular "Dedicated to
the One I Love" and "Mama Said."
The Shirelles are lively and en-
tertaining stage performers, mak-
ing frequent appearances at col-
By Rita Dershowitz
Collegiate Press Service
WASHINGTON (CPS) - In ad-
dition to offering nearly 20,000
people a chance to protest the Ad-
ministration's war in Viet Nam, last
week end's march on Washington
also offered student activists from
all over the country an opportuni-
ty to discuss the direction of their
activities for the next few months.
For two days before the Satur-
day demonstration, the Student
Non-Violent Coordinating Commit-
tee (SNCC) sponsored workshops
for college students and civil rights
workers in both the North and
South. The sessions at Georgetown
University centered around the
voting rights bill, the Mississippi
Freedom Democratic Party, and
community organizing. For three
days following the march, Students
for a Democratic Society, (SDS)
sponsor of the demonstration, held
its National Council meeting at the
university and a local church.
During the course of discussion,
the interrelationship of their vari-
ous interests became apparent. Self-
determination emerged as a com-
mon denominator of both peace
and civil rights activities, and as
one platform on which both groups
could stand.
For the past year SDS has con-
centrated its energies in projects
organizing Northern ghettos; the
march was its first foray into for-
eign policy. The organization ini-
tially did not expect the large turn-
out which was caused by a wide
coalition of groups as divergent as
the Women's Strike for Peace and
the Student Nonviolent Coordinat-
ing Committee and a financial
grant for SDS to bring civil rights
workers from the South to the
march.
The success of the match will
have the effect of bringing foreign
policy into the sphere of a regular
concern for SDS. It may have also
provided the first indication of a
coalition movement whose common
basis for action is a belief of self-
determination for ~11people.
That the success of the march
took its sponsors by surprise was
indicated at the sessions following
the march at the SDS National
Council meeting Tuesday. Several
participants argued that planning
for future programs on Viet Nam
was unrealistic because there is no
apparent consensus on specific steps
SDS wishes the U.S. government
to take. There has been no inten-
sive research," they said, which
might provide groundwork for a
prediction about the future course
of the war, nor had there been se-
rious debate among students about
ways of ending the war. The ses-
sions left little doubt, however,
that the ideological and pragmatic
aspects of American foreign policy
will be a regular concern of SDS
in the coming months.
"The Shirelles"
lege affairs. They have no need
to establish rapport with their au-
diences; the rapport is there before
they arrive. They delight their fans
with renditions of their famous hits;
they win over newcomers with
their spectacular showmanship and
infectious rhythm.
The Shirelles have no gimmick.
Their singing is as natural as their
ability, their performance as pro-
fessional as that of the most sea-
soned entertainers. .
The appearance here of the Shir-
elles promises to be a rare treat.
Jose Limon Speaks Before Spell-Bound
Audience, Demonstrating Art of Dance
By Marge Tupling
A god and his proteges visited cessful Lincoln Center perform-
the Connecticut College campus ance of the American Dance Thea-
last Thursday night. Jose Limon, tre. On Thursday Mr. Limon's
guest speaker for Five Arts Week- style was its best. He spoke with
end, lectured on the meaning and power, firmness, humor, beauty
content of dance, using the won- and tenderness. He may pause to
derfully expressive bodies of Louis search for a word, but that word
Falco and Sally Stackhouse to is always the right one to make a
prove his point that all of us, being perfect thought communicate to
human, endowed with spirit and the heart.
muscle, can respond with enthusi- The dancing of Louis Falco and
asm to the dance. Sally Stackhouse was a most enjoy-
The audience sat spell-bound as able part of the performance. Each
Mr. Limon spoke of his art. He alone is brilliant; together they do
began by showing the articulation more than dance. In several beau-
of the parts of the body. Each tiful love duets, taken from Jose's
part of the body behaves as a sin- larger works, their bodies conveyed
gle instrument in the orchestral a sense of beauty and love residing
whole. The two dancers then dem- within the soul of man. The audi-
onstrated the basic stuff of dance ence sat with breath held and eyes
_ walks, suspensions, jumps, turns, shining, watching two beautiful
and falls. The second part of the spirits move.
lecture-demonstration consisted of With Five Arts Weekend at an
seven dances, solos and duets, end, we can look back and give
which illustrated Jose's ideas with thanks to the committee who
clarity. brought Jose Limon to our campus.
We were very fortunate indeed Mr. Limon and his dancers are not
to have Mr. Limon on our campus people who one can forget. They
this spring for he has recently been. are artists who have achieved mem-
out of the country on tour, and has orable feats, and who the com-
also been involved in his duties as munity will remember with ap-
artistic director for the highly sue- predation.
Junior Show to Feature Sunday Recital To
Variety of New Songs Feature V~calists
Mrs. Sally Armstrong and Mrs.
Anita TeHennepe will be featured
artists in a program of vocal cham-
ber music to be presented Sunday
afternoon, May 2, at Connecticut
College.
The concert, which will take
place at 3:30 p.m. in Holmes Hall,
is sponsored by the Department of
Music. Sally Higgins, a member
of the Class of 1965, will narrate
the principle work on the program,
Thomas Arne's incidental music to
Milton's Masque of Comus.
Other works from the Italian,
German, and English Baroque, in-
cluding selections by Purcell, Mon-
teverdi, and Burtehude, have been
chosen to be sung by Mrs: Arm-
strong and Mrs. TeHennepe.
Assisting the two sopranos will
be Mary Hrobelsky and Elizabeth
Stouffer, violins; Peter Kern, flute
and recorder; William Cobb, re-
corder; Ted Hoyle, cello; and
James Armstrong, harpsicord. The
ensemble will be conducted by Mr.
Armstrong.
This will be Mrs. Armstrong's
and Mrs. TeHennepe's first recital
appearance in New London. They
have previously been featured solo-
ists with the choir of the Handel's
Messiah and the Faure Requiem.
Most recently, Mrs. Armstrong and
Mrs. TeHennepe appeared as solo-
ists with Connecticut College Bel
Canto Choir in a Good Friday per-
formance of the Third Lesson of
Tenebrae by Francois Couperin.
By Chris Schreyer
What makes Junior Show? The
Music, of coursel
This year's Junior Show music,
breaking tradition, contains no bal-
lads and no sombre, sweet little
tunes. It is rather, "pretty peppy
stuff" in the words of our illustri-
ous composer, Andrea Storer: Ev-
erything from mystical 'chants to
soft shoe will be presented in a
varied panorama of songs. A flute
accompanies a harem dance, and
tympani and 'f triangle add to cer-
tain unmentionable numbers.
The highest credit must be given
to Miss Storer. Never having com-
posed a note in her life, she has
masterfully written the whole musi-
cal score. Miss Storer, a music his-
tory major, is a gifted and natural
pianist, a fact which is apparent in
her spontaneous song writing abili-
ty. All of the songs are original
with the exception of two which
are take-offs from the musical
shows "My Fair Lady" and "Bye,
Bye Birdie."
The Junior Show cast is making
marked progress in learning the
music, but our composer admits
"some are quick to learn and oth-
ers can't sing worth a damn." On
May 14th, the results of months of
hard work will be presented in our
"greatest show on earth:'
Distribution of Junior Show
Tickets
Juniors may pick up tickets
from 9-3 on Monday and
Tuesday, May 3 and 4
Seniors on Thursday from
9-12
Sophomores on Thursday
from 1-4
Freshmen on Friday from
9-12
Any Senior, Sophomore or
Freshman who has not yet
obtained her tickets can
pick them up between 1-4
on Friday
The rest of the College
Community can get their
tickets in the Information
Office from Mrs. Linkletter
after Wednesday.
All tickets will be distributed
at the 'main desk in Crozier-
Williams.
BBC Orchestra Rehearses Informally
By Chris Schreyer
Wednesday morning was the re-
sult of a relaxed gathering of high-
ly trained musicians appearing in
their off-the-record casual dress. In
such an atmosphere, one easily
notices individual personalities.
The soloist for Beethoven's 5th
Concerto presented a most inter-
esting picture with his red T-shirt,
dark hornrimmed glasses (which
persistently slid down to the end.
of his nose), and fuzzy gotee, The
contrast between his slightly comi-
cal appearance and his articulate
and agile technique at the piano
was arresting.
Curiosity was apparent on the
part of the players and onlookers,
as students and faculty stopped at
the auditorium to catch portions
of the rehearsal While intent on
their music and the demands of
their conductor, the members of
the Orchestra were also quite in-
terested in the female population
who happened to wander in.
Not only did students receive
attention. One player remarked of
See 'Interview"-Page 4
I
"Mr. Dorati?"
"No, I'm Pierre Boulez," said the
conductor of the BBC Symphony
Orchestra, swinging around to
meet this Conn Census reporter
face to face. The renowned avant-
garde French composer and con-
ductor was amiable and charming,
despite my embarrassing blunder.
The BBC Symphony Orchestra,
under the direction of Mr. Boulez,
was making one of its few appear-
ances at Connecticpt College,
Wednesday night, April 28th, on
its way down to today's opening at
Carnegie Hall.
One of the clarinet players spoke
enthusiastically of Mr. Boulez. "He
is very good. He has an amazing
ear for the music and he can pick
out one note of a chord anywhere
in a composition." Concerning Mr.
Boulez's own compositions, he re-
marked hesitantly, "I respect him
as a composer. Of course, he's way
ahead of his time. I'm not sure
what I could say of it as music."
The informal atmosphere of the
rehearsal in Palmer Auditorium on
Students To Give Rendition
Of Mascagni Opera Selections
will frame the vocal selections.
Roderik Keating of Yale Univer-
sity, tenor, and Emily Erda of Con-
necticut College, will carry the
other lead roles.
Susan Kennedy, class of 1968,
and Mrs. Tony Foster, a special
student, will accompany the stu-
dents with piano and organ.
The program, open to the public,
is directed by Professor Pasquelina
Manca of the college Italian De-
partment.
"Cavelleria Rusticana - A Sym-
bolic Interpretation in Music and
Dance" will be presented by Con-
necticut College, Yale University,
and Harvard University students
under the auspices of the Italian
Club on May 7, at 8:30 p.m. in
Palmer Auditorium. .
The adaptation of the Mascagni
opera will be divided into three
parts, according to Chama Tenen-
baum, who will be singing the
soprano lead. Two dance sections
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Desication Destiny of College Weekend
Yale Men Must Leave the Driving to Bus
By Allen Church
It has been s· fmonth pnng or over a
now, and in Spring t Y I
a YOung man' f a a e.th s aney turns so it is
ought, to College Weeke~d. This
m'fh:0t. be .quite the case this year.
S Institution of merry May is
a descendant of what previous gen.
erations of Yale men called Derby
~ay: On the designated Saturday,
n times now long past, a goodly
number of Yale's undergraduates
and their dates betook themselves
to .Derby on the mighty Hoosa-
tomc to watch the crew races. A
~eater attraction was perhaps pro-
vided by the opportunity to par-
tak-; of. the warming spirit of
Spring, In varying proofs. Some
fifteen years ago. however. this
gala occasion was toned down a
bit, due to the complaints of the
local citizenry, and Yale started
celebrating College Weekend in-
stead. Men and their dates now
attended picnics and dances
planned by the residential colleges
at nearby outdoor recreation areas.
Beer kegs were usually provided, in
addition to whatever was brought
privately.
Such was the situation until this
year. It appears that the spirit of
College Weekend may be consid-
erably dampened (or desrcated, as
the case may be). The increased
public attention to under-age drink-
ing, as a result of last Summer's
events in Darien caused the Coun-
cil of Masters to ban all off-campus
parties in an attempt to avoid such
incidents at Yale. On suggestions
from the students, however, this
position was softened. to bans on
off-campus alcohol, and on all pri-
vate transportation to such parties.
Buses will be ohligatory for the
college-sponsored parties.
Student reaction to this curtail-
ment of their activities and their
freedom of movement has not been
very extreme. Most realize the
problems involved and are willing
to cooperate. August Piper, '65
said, "It's a good thing, for it
would put the university in a bad
light, particularly now, were some-
one hurt or killed as a result of
drinkiog while under its auspices."
Some were for a reasonable com-
promise. James Santa Maria, '67,
suggested "They should have ei-
ther beer or cars. I favor beer."
He added, '1 don't have access to
a car."
The plan has its opponents too.
Robert Ramage, '67, labeled the
changes "ridiculous." "Most under-
graduates are responsible enough
to drink. It's all another faculty
oppression, like Bernstein," He al-
so pointed out that "most seniors
are legal anyway, and these chang-
es will only keep many of them
away."
A good many displayed indiffer-
ence and disillusion, "The picnics
I went to were a great disappoint-
ment and I'm not going this year,"
said Austin Carey, '65. "They take
you to outlandish places and let
you bum or freeze, The shindig J
went to was poorly attended, and
since I'm not going this year it
makes no difference to me what
rules they make," said John Skoc-
zen, '65. He added that instead of
going to the college function he
was driving "a mere six hundred
miles" to visit his fiancee,
It would seem that because
many people can take or leave the
College Weekend festivities, there
is no general feeling of outrage at
the new restrictions, Many will
prefer to take advantage of the
parietal hours and maintain their
independence on-campus, Those
who are dependent on the college
for entertainment feel some con-
cern, and some will undoubtedly
have their weekends ruined, Oth-
ers, who decide to go to the off-
campus parties, on College Week-
end, and who are determined to
have fun, will probably not be too
dispirited by the new rules,
ConnCensus
Psychologist To Speak Anti-smoking Clinic May
OnObedience Problems Appear on This Campus
By Molly Hageboeclr By Georgia Urhano
"Dr. Stanley Milgram"
Dr. Stanley Milgram of Harvard
will speak before the Psychology
Club on May 6 in Hale Laboratory.
He will deal with the experimental
studies he has conducted concern-
ing "The Dilemma of Obedience,"
Dr, Milgram's work in the area
of obedience studies has been un-
dertaken with the sponsorship of
the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. The point
of emphasis in his research is the
testing of a subject's willingness to
follow orders which directly op-
pose previously learned norms and
mores,
In the reahn of psychology, Dr.
Milgram is well known for his
translation of Inhelder and Plgaet's
Growth of Logical Thinking which
he completed in 1958. He is also
recognized as the chairman of the
Division of Personality and Social
Psychology of the American Psy-
chological Association.
The Psychology Club welcomes
all who are interested to attend and
to participate in discussion with
Dr. Milgram, one of the outstand-
ing contributors to the area of So-
cial Psychology.
Since the Surgeon-General's re-
port on smoking appeared a year
ago in January, cigarette sales have
dropped 10% - but have regained
all but 3% of their losses. And sta-
tistics about cigarette smokers
show the same reaction.
Most heavy smokers attempt, at
one point or another, to stop smok-
ing, but statistics show again that
only between 40% and 70% can
actually stop. It is also shown, for-
tunately, that the people who do
stop are usually younger and
smoke less heavily.
Attempts to stop smoking suc-
ceed only when accompanied by
strong will power. The celebrated
cases of President johnson, who
just simply stopped after his heart
attack in 1955, and Sigmund
Freud, who couldn't stop for long-
er than 14 months, despite repeat-
ed operations for cancer, illustrate
this premise.
But once a decision has been
made to stop smoking, best results
are obtained in a clinical situation,
Smoking clinics have sprouted in
England, Sweden, and the United
States because of the better chance
for success,
All anti-smoking clinics are con-
ducted as a sort of group therapy,
as in the Alcoholics Anonymous.
A group of people, under the guid-
ance of a doctor, participate in a
series of lectures, movies, group
reports, and individual consulta-
tions,
They are shown movies of a can-
cer operation (for its shock value
if no other reason), given pam-
phlets on how to lessen the tempta-
tion to smoke, and advice on what
to substitute for the cigarette.
Sometimes they are assigned "bud-
dies" to compare notes with; usu-
ally the entire group meets to ex-
change progress reports. Once they
have "graduated", they are sent
follow-up reports and are urged to
return whenever they feel they
need to.
Out of all the various methods,
several rules and suggestions
emerge for those who want to stop
smoking by themselves. The basic
rule, of course, is to want to stop
_ genuinely. Smoking is as much
of a habit as narcotics are, with a
definite physiological state of ad-
diction, so the decision to stop
must be sincere.
Doctors at various clinics rec-
ommend substituting fruit for cig-
arettes, participating more in phys-
ical activity, breaking smoking hab-
its (don't have coffee with break-
fast, don't dawdle after meals, buy
the brand you like least, don't keep
cigarettes where they can be easily
reached, delay smoking urges as
long as possible).
Occasionally some success is re-
ported with nicotine-like drugs, for
injections or in pills, or stimulants,
appetite depressants, sedatives, etc.
all of which should he taken only
with a doctor's permission.
The immediate goal of all this is
for the smoker to gain control of
his habit, so he can cut it down,
the ultimate goal, achieved for cer-
tain only after two years. is .to be
cured completely of it.
Since the clinical situation is
generally the most effective way to
cure smoking habits, there has
been lately some interest expressed
in having a clinic on campus. The
major benefit of a clinic does lie
in its group therapy. Films, pam-
phlets, and other aids may be ob-
tained from various sources. This
might be a good time for those
of us who take seriously the threat
that smoking represents to get to-
gether and try to master it.
(Information for this article was
taken primarily from the Consum-
ers Union Report on Smoking and
the Public Interest, by Ruth and
Edward Brecher; the New York
Times Magazine, January 26, 1964;
Readers' Digest, October, 1963;
and Time, January 22, 1965).
Five Nationa' Merit Scho'arship Recipients
Choose to Join C'ass 01 1969 in Septenaber
LEITERS TO TIIE EDITORS (Continued from Page Two)
or world. events. I wish to remind FROM: Committee for the George
you that there are many fine daily Haines Room
papers which we as conscientious The progress report on the Fund
college girls can read to find out for the George Haines Room in
about an academy award winning the Library indicates as of April
movie. There are, however, many 14, there have been 50 contribu-
club-sponsored events which vital- tions received, totalling $612, from
ly need to be "advertized" in your faculty, staff, and friends, plus
paper in order for them to be sup- $761.24 from students - who have
ported by the campus. It is hoped pledged an additional $177. Total
that in the future you will keep gifts and pledges to date: $1,-
the purpose of a college newspaper 550.24.
in mind. The Committee thanks all who
Margery Tupling have contributed, We are encour-
TO: Faculty, Administration and aged by this good start, and we
Staff are particularly grateful for the
Former Amherst Teacher Finds Different
Experience in Instructing Female Poets
By Anne Taylor
you can teach something- I think
you both can learn something."
He prefers talking to the author
directly about a poem because he
finds himself being able to devote
a "kind of attention much different
than that in a private reading,"
Mr. Merrill said that he did not
notice any "straight tendency on
the part of the girls to follow other
poets' methods," although some of
the girls did show similarities to
poets they had never read.
When asked how much planning
goes into his poems he explained
simply, "Very often I write just in
order to make sense out of a mass
of material" He sees this as the
real need behind all creative work,
and noted it in many of the poems
he had read during the class.
CONCERT
(Continued from Page One)
Honor, Ten years later it conferred
on her the title of "Chevalier des
Arts et Lettres."
Mme. Darre is a professor of
piano at the National Conservatory
in Paris and is well-known to audi-
ences in the British Isles, on the
continent, and in Africa, although
it was not until 1961 that she
made her American debut with the
Boston Symphony.
French baritone Gerard Souzay
first sang in the United States in
1950. Since then he has impressed
both critics and public alike in his
concerts throughout the country,
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DESTINE (Con't. from Page One) member of Dance Group, or from
Destine is a dancer of the first rack. the booth outside the Information
While clothed in the guise of folk Office from 9-4:30 in Fanning.
dances, his technique is classically Ticket prices are $2.50 and $2.00;
endowed. Walter Terry, Gance $2.00 and $1.50 for students.
critic for the New York Tribune, The proceeds will help to make
Calendar day restrictions have says. "He has a youthful. sinuous it possible for a member of the
been rescinded by the faculty of figure and moves with primal fire Dance Croup to come to the Con-
Wheaton College, Norton, Massa- and a remarkable sensitivity for necticut College School of Dance
chusetts, according to the April 22 elegance of gesture. His rhythmic this summer.
Wheaton News. This decision will responses are richly varied and Saturday morning, May I, Des-
remain subject to annual review his movement command from the tine will conduct a master class in
and reinstatement at any time if largest of leaps through the shud- the dance studio in Crozier-Wil-
student response deems such alter- der of the shoulder mark him as Iiams. A fee of $.50 will be ~=========================~atian necessary. one of the finest dancers of our charged to observe the class; $1.00 ~
The change in policy had its day, ethnic or otherwise." will be the fee for those who wisb
roots within Wheaton's Academic Tickets for the performance of to participate in the class. Earn-
Committee, which first submitted April 30, 8:30 in Palmer, may be ings will be used for the Louis
a student majority vote supporting IP~ur;;;c;;;h;;;",;;;sed;;;;;;;;;this;;;;;;';;;;;;w;;;;;;ee;;;k;;;;;;;;;fr;;;o;;;m;;;;;;;;;a;;;nY~;;;H;;;o;;;rs;;;t;;;D;;;;;;an;;;c;;;e;;;;;;S;;c;;;bo;;l;;ar;;s;;hi;;:'p;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
consideration of the issue to the II
faculty. When this plea was de-
nied, the succeeding Committee
continued investigation of the is-
sue by arranging individual inter-
views with members of the faculty.
This factor proved instrumental in
the preliminary and final faculty
decisions.
Concerning this decision, Wheat-
on's Dean Walter Kenworthy stat-
ed: "This decision expresses the
faculty's faith in each student's
concern for her own education and
her willingness to impose on her- ~ee~~~~~~ee~~~~~~~~~i§~~~~~~
self the discipliue which this edu- II
cation requires."
The Wheaton News' editorial of
this April 22 issue emphasized to
the student community their re-
sponsibility in upholding the privi-
lege and concluded with the state-
ment that: "The greater the free-
dom is, the more difficult it is, at
first, to utilize it properly. Wheaton
must overcome this initial difficul-
ty ... Our future demands a more
responsible, academically-minded
student body that can accept the
abolition of calendar days in a se-
rious, purposeful manner."
Further evidence of student con-
cern about calendar day was em-
phasized in the Sophian, Smith's
student publication, in their issue
of the same day when its editorial
favored the abolition of calendar
days on their Northampton, Massa-
chusetts campus. The editorial re-
iterates the traditional complaints
- poor travel timing, expenses, and
connections and unnecessary office
work - as well as affirming: "We
can be forced to go to classes, but
we can't be forced to think . . .
what remains for consideration is
its qualitative aspect: which is pref-
erable, a small captive audience or
a large captured one? The answer
is as obvious as the solution . . .
let us exercise our own judgment ~~~~~~=:,~~~~~~~~~===~~~~~~==l
in regard to vacation "extensions" r
so we may demonstrate our maturi-
ty in a realm governed only by our
common sense and an Honor Sys-
tem.
Ifhellton, Smith flllk
About CIllendlliDIlYs
CAPITOL THEATER
APRIL 28· MAY 4
ANTHONY QUINN
IN
ZORBA THE GREEK
443-7395
OTTO AIMETTI
Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Custom Tailoring
86 State Street
KIT S. KAPP
SAILING EXPEDITION
CENT AMER./CARIB. SHARE
ADVENTURE, EXPENSE. AIRMAK:
YATE FAIRWINDS, CLUB PESCA,
CARTAGENA, COLOMBIA
The Eleanor Shop
Yarns and Rental Library
Telephone 442-3723
9 Union Street
Imported & Domestic
Yarns
Free Knitting Instructions
Wednesdays and Fridays
9:30 - 12:00
Expert Finishing and
Blocking
Fife & Mundo's
H.OLLY HOUSE
92 Huntington Street
Place Where the College Girls
Meet and Eat!
Delivery to the Dorms
Connecticut Yankee Motor Inn & Restaurant
SO ROOMS
RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE
DANCING NIGHTLY EXCEPT SUNDAYS
MEETING AND BANQUET ROOMS
(Special Winter Student Guest Rates)
Exit 74 Conn. Turnpike, Niantic, Conn.
Telephone: 739-5483
Bass Weejuns English Bicycles Bowling Shirts
G. M. WILLIAMS CO.
47 State St.
Ski Sports Equipment
For All OccasionsHeadquarters 443-5361
Tennis Racquets Restrung Tennis Sweaters
Tennis Racquets
....,c!.~'='==- Fl Y NONSTOP
INTO YOUR FIELD
~~/.~ 'via BERKELEY SCHOOL
Berkeley School is toke-off point for responsible, well-paid
secretarial positions in glamour fields - advertising, retailing,
airlines; and scholarly fields - banking, government, research,
medicine, publishing, arts.
Take the special Executive Secretarial course for college
women. learn secretarial skills, business organization and man-
agement, how to handle executive responsibilities.
Distinguished faculty. Individual guidance. Free lifetime
placement service. Come in, call, or write for catalog W.
BERKELEY
SCHOOL
420 lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017 MU 5·3411
122 Maple Ave., White Plains, N. Y. 10601 WH 8·6466
22 Prospect St., East Orange, N. J. 07017 OR 3-1246
Mannequins Mademoiselle Sandler
CARWIN'S
Fashions in Footwear
115 State St.
442-8870
Adores Bass Weejuns
FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS!
* Hotel Reservations* Air Tickets* Holiday Reservations* European Tours* Steamship Tickets
11 Bank St., New Landon
Phone 443·2855
for the 8esl in Travel Service
KLINGERMAN
Travel, Inc.
bernards
all kinds of summer skirts
and
bathing suits by
hoe jests
230 state st.
This card saves you
money at Sheraton
SHERATON
F '1 "'," , '
''''~'''''''''''''''''''.'._---
-,--------
---=======
" " .. " ., .. " " ,
Here's how to get yours:r----------------------lI Dear Sheraton: Send me an application for a free Sheraton I
I student 10 card for room rate discounts at Sheratons all I
lover the world. I
I Name I
I 5'"., I
I City State Zip II Sellllto COLLEGE RELATIONS DIRECTOR, I
I Sheraton·Park Hotel, Washington, D. C. 20008 I
I 95 Sheraton Hotels &Motor Inns IL J
"coc.·cou." .~o "con" ARt R[(l1"[~[O T.. ee-......
..."OC.. 'DEMT"T O"L1' ,ME .~oDucT O. , .. , COCA·CO,""CDM'A,,".
Singing goes better refreshed.
And Coca-Cola - with that special zing
but never too sweet-
refreshes best.
things go
b~~th
.COKe
T.wI(_~'
Drink&P~
/, ..- ....-.
Bottled under the authority of The ecce-cera Company by:
COCA-COLA BOffilNG CO. OF NEW LONOON, CONN. •
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CONTACT:
RUTH CRUTCHLEY
443-9919
EXT, 420
LAST CHANCE FOR LONDON
AND PARIS FLIGHTS
ON CAMPUS
EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY
~ROY~
lJn;.o ~ LAUNDERINGD' DRY CLEANING
COLD FUR STORAGE
COURTESY
DRUG STORE
119 State 51. 442-5857
Checks Cashed
Free Delivery
Charge Accounts
Photo Developing
House of Cards
50 State Street
-Contemporary Cards-
-Crane's Stationery-
gifts
tokens
troll dolls
DEFY GOLDFINGER!
Got your passporl-
Got your health certificate-
Get your
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT 10 CARD!
Then, a student ship to
Europe will be a fascinating
experience.
Soole your pallog. wilh uS _ osle
for special fold., and dudent jobs
in Holland.
Write: Dept. 007,
U.S. NATIONAL
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
285 Mldi.an Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10018
YOUCANEARNUPTO14HOURSOF
COLLEBECREDITWHILE
STUDYIN6
THIS SUMMER
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
AT THE GEORGE
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
A proa:ram designed to make
the unparalleled resources of
Wuhington, D.C. available to
students In other colleges and
universities.
JUNE 14·JULY 21
JULY 22·AUGUST 27
• Special a-week workshops In
Education begin June 14,
July 6, and July 26
• Air-conditioned classrooms,
library and residence hall
• Urban campus just four
blocks from the White House
write for Cltalocue:
Otln of the
Summer Sessions
Th GIoree
WlShincton
University
Wnhincton, D.C.
20006 e-. -~.V·
The George
"'VV"ashington
University
FAR EAST HOUSE
- ORIENTAL GIFTS
15 Green Street
New London, Conn.
'I~·...·.·.·r._ ••• ~.-•• ·f··:-::... 't:- ...
v-
" .. ' " •• , ••••• '" o' .'
THE SUMMER MUSIC FESTIVALS
at Newport, Rhode Island
GEORGE \X/EIN Presents the 12th Annual
...
-.
In,rol' JAZz FlITIVlL'6s
"
'. THURSDAY' FRIDAY' SATURDAY SUNDAY' JULY' ·2·]·4 '
.'
featuring The Greatest Names in Jazz
"
.,
.'0:. NEWPORT FOLK FOUNDATION Presents the ...NEWPORTFOLk I=ESTIVAL
,~THURSDAY' FRIDAY' SATURDAY' SUNDAY' JULY22·23·24·25:. ,
.,
.., Folk, Blues, Gospel, Country and Traditional Musicperformed by outstanding artists
For Tickets and Program Information on
Afternoon and Evening Concerts and Workshops .. write:
., NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL
: NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND·
For Accommodations, write Newport Chamber of Commerce
Newport, RhoJe IslanJ :-
Both Festivals in a new, more spacious location here. 0
0.- _. ",. • .... • .... ...••.•.• ..:..... ";,:;. r":
When does a woman need
5!iddIe.
o atwork
o when travelling
o at bedtime
o When ill
o during menstruation
o and, when weather,
activity or stress suggest
the need for caution
Bidette safeguards intimate feminine
daintiness whenever bathing is imprac-
tical. Bidette is the velvety-soft cloth
(not harsh, linty paperl) pre-moistened
with a cooling, soothing lotion that
cleans and refreshes ... helps banish
odor and discomfort. .. swiftly, safely.
And because Bidette is sealed in foil,
you can take it anywhere, dispose of it
as you would a tissue.
Medically correct Bldeue gives you
all this relief, reassurance and conven-
ience for just pennies. One dozen, 8St.
Two dozen economy box i1.50 (you
save 20t). Ask for Bidette at your drug-
store. Or send 25f' and coupon for a
lovely re-fillable Purse-Pack with 3
Bidette samples and literature.
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~ Wi/Ia Bidtllt in .1, (..t'.
your purje you nttd
ne~tr be in doub/'! ~»
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I P.O. Box 2300, G.P.O., N.Y, N.Y. 10001
J I enclose 25c to cover postage and
I handling. Send Bidette Purse·Pack,
I samples and literature.
I N,me.' ---------
I Add"" I
I City Zone---State __ IL. J
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Summer Study in
New York
Select your program from the J ,000 courses
conducted for 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, and
14 week terms, beginning June 1 and ending
September 10.
Morning, Afternoon. and Evening Classes
In the A.,ts In Business
In the Sciences In Retailing
In Education In Public Administration
In Engineering In Law
In Communication Arts
PROfESSIONAL - UNDERGRADUATE - GRADUATE
College students in good standing at their own
schools may enroll. Application should be made
in advance. All courses have the same content
as in the academic year. Students may take full
year courses or a combination of single term
courses. Credits are ordinarily transferable to
other institutions.
Write to the Director 01 Summer Sessions
for either Graduate or tlndergraduate'
Bulletin and Application Form.
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
New York, New York10003
Telephone: SPring 7-2000, Ext. 8097 or 8098
CHOOSE THE FINEST ACCOMMODATIONS FOR YOUR
OUT OF TOWN GUESTS. STUDENT RATES, LODGING
DINNERS - SORORITY INITIATIONS. FOR RESERVA-
TIONS CALL AREA CODE 203 442·0631
RESTAURANT-MOTOR INN
U. S. ROUTE 1 AND 95 NEW LONDON, CONN.
Niantic Motor Lodge
CONNECTICUT TURNPIKE, EXIT 74
NIANTIC, CONNECTICUT
100 ALL ELECTRIC UNITS
INDIVIDUAL HEAT & AIR CONDITIONING
LARGE SWIMMING POOL
COFFEE SHOPPE - LOUNGE
RESTAURANT - COCKTAIL LOUNGE
TELEPHONE: AREA CODE 203/739-5423
Springtime Greetings To You From
Johnny Cake Inn
Route 80, Ivoryton, Connecticut
The Inn is opening May 1st for its 1965 season
It is our 12th Happy Birthday, and May Day
To celebrate in an old fashioned way-
we will have a May Basket for everyone
Dates to Remember
• May 1, 1965 - Saturday - Opening Day
• May 5, 1965 Wednesday - First Buffet of Season
• May 9r 1965 Sunday - Mother's Day
On Mother's Day for your dining pleasure and prompt reservations, seatings
have been plan.ned at 12 Noon, Two, Four and Six P. M.
Reservations must be prompt. Phone Essex South 7·8874
OPEN EVERY DAY - MAY THRU OCTOBER
Every Wednesday is Buffet Day
We will be here at Johnny Cake Inn, Waiting for you, Serving with a Smile.
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